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APPROVED JUDGMENT

I . THE Ji1DGE: This is an appeal from a decision of Deptrty District Judge Webb givers
on the twelfth day of February 2015. The matter comes before me with the leave of the
learned deputy district judge.

2. On 30'h March 2014 the claimant, whilst an apparently la~,vPul visitor to supermarket
premises occupied by the defendants, ~Ilegedly sustained some sort of relatively minor
injury. The claimant instructed solicitors. Initially this claim clearly fell within the pre-
actioii pz~otocol in respect of lo~v value personal inji~~y claims connected with
erriployment or, in this case, occupation duties. Liability was not accepted by the
defendants and so it is common ground that the p~•oceedings, so to speak, then dropped
Dirt of the portal and fell to be dealt with under a different regime. Y think it was on
19`h August 2014 that a claim form was issued,

3. Ors 26 h̀ November 2014 the claimant made an application for pre-accident disclosure in
~•espect of certain classes of documents. That application tivas of course made pursuant
to Part 31.16 of the Rules. Although it is trite la~v, Iet me just briefly set that otit. 31.16;

"This rule applies where an application is made to the court under any act for
disclos~ue before proceedings have started."

The application was dealt with on paper by District Judge Goddard sitting in Bath on the
third day of December 2014. As I say, it vas a paper application and a draft order
accompanied the application. The learned district judge made an order effectively
orderi~ig disclosure as per the terms of the application.

~. The application itself, as 1 say, specified the documents tivhich it was sought to obtain,
but in paragraph 4 of the order, which was the order ultimately made by District Judge
Goddard, it was said As follows:

"The defendant is to pay the claimant's costs of acid incidental to the
application, summarily assessed by the cou~~t in the sum of £931.88. Sucll costs
to be paid to the claimant's solicitors uo later than 14 days from the date of this
order,"

Of course, because the o~•der vas made without a hearing, it was open to the defendants
to make an application to vary ar rescind the order. The defendants duly did this. They
made a~i application in respect of the costs. Tliey asserted that the fixed costs regime
should have governed and that the award of £900-plus was excessive.

The application is to be o d at page I~o~t~~idle with whi`c~i I~~i-ave teen provizfied~
Let me just spell it out in a little more detai3:

""The defendant seeks permission to vary the court order of 3 d̀ December as
follows:

H (1) ~~~~~~~~~~~~4 to be amended to, ̀ Tlie defendant is to pay the claimant's costs
of and incidental to the application in the sum of £305.' 'This is pzu~suant to
Part 45.29H,"
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The grounds are then set out. The short point taken tvas t
his: that ttie claimant rv2s only

~ entitled to fixed costs pursuant to ~5.29A -and then 
the reasoning is set out. The

argument vas that the entitlement was to a total of £305
.

6. In order to understand the argument, it is necessary to loo
k at certain pa~~ts of the rules,

remembering, if you like, the desire on the pant of the g
overnment to control legal costs,

in particular solicitors' costs in connection with low valu
e personal injury claims, A

B similar regime applies, of course, in respect of low va
lue road traffic accident claims. If

one goes to 45.29A, that is the startutg point. It is to be f
ound at page 1502 of the

current Whrte Book. 45.29A:

"(1) Subject to paragraph (3), this section applies wh
ere a claim is started

undec—

C I [...J (b) the pre-action protocol for low value personal ~
~~~~~~(employers'

liability and public liability) claims (`tlie EL/PL protoc
ol'),

but no longer continues under the relevant protocol or 
the stage 3 procedtice in

Practice Direction 8B."

It is, as I have already said, common ground that although 
this claim started under the

D protocol it ceased to be under the protocol and therefor
e the provisions at 45.29 prima

facie apply.

7. At 45.29D and E we end the regime in respect of fixed 
costs so far as the EL Protocol

cases are concerned. 45.29D:

E ~ "Subject to 45.29F, 45.29H and 45.29J, in a claim starte
d under the EL/PL

protocol the only costs allowed are—

(a) fixed costs in Rule ~5.29E; and

(b) disbursements in accordance wiN~ Rule 4S.29I."

F' ~ It then goes on to deal with the amount of those fixed cos
ts. 45.29E:

"(1) Subject to paragrlph (2) [which I do not thl~~k is relev
ant in this caseJ, the

amount of fixed costs is set out

(a) in respect of employers' liability claims, in Table 6C;
 and

-G —~- tr irr-res ec~o~ abli~~iabi~ic claims-i~abl~bD:'-- -~) P ~ Y- -- --

Of course, it is the defendants' case that that governs and 
~~~~~~~~~~the application made

by the claimant in respect of pre-action disclosure.

S. I turn then to 45.29H, to be found at page 1510 of the current 
White Book. 45.29H:

H
"(1) Where the court makes an order for costs of an interim

 application to be

paid by one pa~~ty iii a case to which this section applies,
 t}ie order shall be for a
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sum equivalent to one half of the applicable Type A and Type B costs in Table

6 ar 6A,"

Then, by subparagraph (3):

"If an order for costs is made pursuant to this rule, the party in whose favour
the order is made is entitled to disbursements in accordance with 45.291."

0

C

The question that really arose in front of the district judge acid which arises in front of

me today is whether in fact this application for pze-accident disclosure is properly to be

regarded as an interim application and therefore governed by 45.29H or whether in fact

some other regime, as tl~e learned district judge so found, governs. That raises the
question of what is and what indeed is not an interim application.

Some guidance, in my view, can be obtained from Pa~~t 25 of fhe rules. Igo to page 772,

where 25.1 is set out:

"(1) The court may grant the following interim remedies—

E

F

(i) under section 33 of the Senior Counts Act oc section 52 of the County Courts
Act, an order for disclosure of documents before the claim has been made."

Notiv, it is quite true that the making of the o~•der for pre-action disclosure is indeed a
remedy. By definition, the remedy can only be granted consequent upoiz the making of
an application. It does seem to me that the wording of 25.1 is a strong indication that
applications for pre-accident disclosure are an interim remedy and, in my view, almost
by definition ire therefore an interim application.

1 D. The matter, of course, does not in fact end there because I have to consider Pant 46.1, set
out at 1533 of the current yYhife Book. 46. I is headed:

"Pre-commencement disclosure and orders for ~~~~~~~~~~~~against a person ~vlio
is not a party."

46.1:

"(1) This paragraph applies where a person applies—

G
(a} for an order under—

[,,.] (ii} section 52 of the County Courts Act 1984; or

[...] (b) (ii) section 53 of the County Courts Act 1984."

By subparagraph (2) of this rule:

"The general rule is that the court will award the person against whom the order
is sought that person's costs—
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(a} of tfie application; and

(b) of complying with any order made on the app
lication."

I:

C
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C pause there. That reflects my understanding of wha
t has always been the position.

Pri~tta facie, if you seek disclosure of documents
 from a person who at that point is not a

party to proceedings and Fvho will be put to expense 
in ~~~~~~~of complying with it, you,

as the applicant, must be e.cpected to pay the costs. H
owever, there is cleaE•ly an

exception to that. Subparagraph (3) of the rule:

"The count may however make a different order, ha
ving regard to all the

circumstances, including—

(a) the extent to which it was reasonable for the p
erson against whom the order

was sought to oppose tl~e application; anti

(b) whether the parties to the application have comp
lied with any relevant pre-

action protocol."

11. The defendants have always accepted that they did
 not comply with the request for

disclosure; that they were in principle liable to pay the 
costs of the application which the

claimant had to make to get disclosure. They did not, 
lio~vever, oppose the application

in front of District Judge Goddard. It was, as I say, a 
paper hearing in front of him, no

parties attended acid the defendants did not put in any
 grounds of opposition. 1 note that

subparagraph (3) uses the conjwiction ̀ and', not a 
disjunctive ̀ or', so although the

defendants did not comply with the releva~lt pre-acti
on protocol, which seems to me

properly to be regarded as a circumstance, justifying 
the making of a different order, as

the ~~~~~~~~~~~~themselves accept, it is not a situation
 where any opposition was actively

advanced by the defendants so one cannot say that both
 limbs of subparagraph (3), i.e.

(a) and (b) were in fact in play. In any event, those are
 oiily two particular

circumstances because it is quite clear from the wor
ding of subparagraph (3) that, in

contemplating a different order, the court has to have
 regard to all the circumstances.

However, I agree with the defendant (the appellants in 
this case) that 46.1 does not

really assist as to how a different order should be quant
ified. In other words, it does not

assist as to whether the claimaut/respondent was en
titled to the summary assessment of

the tasks which they in fact obtain from District Ju
dge Goddard or whether tf~ey were in

truth limited by the fixed costs regime to which I hav
e already alluded. In my view, as I

have said, I think that an action for pre-action discl
osure by virtue of Part 25 is properly

to be regarded as an interim application giving rise to
 an interim remedy.

~~~s~Eg~tl~~dif~e~e~~icautextTi note thaw not dissimilar conclusion was arrived at
 by a

senior costs judge, Master Ho~vaith, in the case of 
Connatrghlon v bnperial College

Healthcare [201OJ ~WHC 90173. It is true that that
 case really related to the

construction of a CFA but in the course of that li
tigation the claimants had sought pce-

actiou disclosure and one of the issues before the c
ourt was whether the CFA covered

the application fot•pie-action disclosure. At pat•ag
raph 28 of his judgment, the learned

costs judge said this;

"In my judgment, although the scope of tfie ag
reement does not specifically

include applications for pre-actio~i disclosure, 
neither does it exclude them.
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The fact is that eppfications for pre-action disclosure are interim orders in
accordance with ~~~~~~25 of the CPR, and I am persuaded by the reference in the
CFA to ̀ appeals from interim orders' being included within its scope as an
indication that by analogy an application for pre-action c(isclosura is also
included within the definition of ̀your claim', Tn my judgment this application
vas part and parcel of the cl~unant's claim for damages arising out of the
accident which had accucred. It was a natural consequence of the defendant's
failure to comply with the personal injury pre-action protocol."

That seems to me to be suppot~tive of my view that an application for pre-action
disclosiue is indeed an interim application seeking au interim order for the purposes of
45.29H. In other words, although I can see the potential for abuse adumbrated in this
case by Elie claimant, ~~~~~no doubt ~vottld be said by many claimants in many cases, the
abuse being that by being deliberately tardy and by being deliberately obstructive,
knowing that in respect of any application the claimant tivould be restricted to fixed
costs, it would make conducting litigatiott on behalf of claimants difficult and
uneconomic so far as claimant solicitors are concerned.

13. I follow the argument, as I follow the argument advanced by tl~e defendants that it was
clearly the intention of the governmezit, and indeed the Rules Committee in response to
some pressure from the government, that in respect of lo~v vahie claims, strict control
should be exercised over recoverable costs, but it does not seem to me that I should
approach this case really by refe~•ence to either of those views. It is not for me to seek to
precisely u~iderstand the Thinking of the Rules Committee; likewise, it is not forme to
start expressing views about the desirability or otherwise of limiting the amount of costs
that can be recovered by claimant solicitors. My job is simply, for good or ill, to
interpret the rules, That is what I have sought to do in this judgment. In my
interpretation of the rules, the learned deputy district judge was wrong and the
defendant's application oughe to have succeeded and the claimant's casts limited to half
the appropriate fixed costs scale as per 45.29H and 45.29D and E. 1 allow the appeal.

(B~~ief discussions tivith counsel)

14. X am remuided by counsel for the claimant, and properly so reminded, that I have not in
the course of this judgment ach~ally considered 45.29J, which provides as follows:

"(1) If it considers that there are exceptional circumstances making it
appropriate to do so, the court will consider a claim for an amount of costs
which is greater than the fixed recoverable costs referred to in 4S.29H.

~2 If the count considers such a claim to be appropriate, it mav—

~~j .ciliiliCI~ECIY1~ a55~SS ~fi~ii~~ iii

(b) make an order for detailed assessment."

~j That is quite clearly related to the existence of exceptional circumstances. In my vietiv,
the simple failure to respond to a request for pre-actio~l disclosure, although it may
legitimately justify the making of an order in favour of the applicant, thereby reversing
the Normal i1~le, does trot of itself amount to an exceptional circumstance, Indeed, it
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must be commonplace in litigation that defendants do not alp;rays respond to a request

A for pre-accident disclosure, necessitating claimants having to make the sort of

application that the claimant has made here. I do trot believe that the circatnstances ace

in any ~vay exceptional that would justify the in concluding that such exceptional

circumstances exist here which would justify a departure from the fixed costs regime.

(End ofjt~dgntent)

B I (Disctrsstons fvith counsel as to the drerfling of an order and costs follow)

C
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